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Abstract
Despite the fact that tRNA abundances are thought to play a major role in determining translation error rates, their
distribution across the genetic code and the resulting implications have received little attention. In general, studies of
codon usage bias (CUB) assume that codons with higher tRNA abundance have lower missense error rates. Using a model of
protein translation based on tRNA competition and intra-ribosomal kinetics, we show that this assumption can be violated
when tRNA abundances are positively correlated across the genetic code. Examining the distribution of tRNA abundances
across 73 bacterial genomes from 20 different genera, we find a consistent positive correlation between tRNA abundances
across the genetic code. This work challenges one of the fundamental assumptions made in over 30 years of research on
CUB that codons with higher tRNA abundances have lower missense error rates and that missense errors are the primary
selective force responsible for CUB.
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The effect of missense errors on protein function is equivalent to a
non-synonymous point mutation. Because amino acids with similar
properties are clustered within the genetic code [16–19], the genetic
code is generally considered to be adapted to minimize the phenotypic
effects of point mutations and missense errors. However, despite its
importance, the adaptedness of tRNA abundances across the
genetic code to reduce the rate of translation errors has received
almost no attention. For instance, in E. coli the average nonsense
and missense error rates are estimated to be on the order of 10{4 to
10{3 per codon, respectively [10,20–25]. This implies that for an
average length gene of *300 amino acids, about 3–26% of its
protein products will contain at least one translation error.
However, since the only available estimates of missense error rates
are for specific amino acid misincorporations [20–22], these rates
are likely gross underestimates as they do not take into account all
possible amino acid misincorporations at that codon.
Currently, missense errors are thought to be the result of
competition between tRNAs with the right amino acid (cognates)
and the ones with the wrong amino acids (near-cognates) for the
codon at the ribosomal A-site [25–27]. A near-cognate tRNA is
characterized by a single codon-anticodon nucleotide mismatch
and codes for an amino acid different from that of the A-site codon
[28–30]. As a result of this competition, the rate of missense errors
at a codon should be strongly affected by the abundances of both
cognate and near-cognate tRNAs [25]. For example, an increase
in cognate tRNA abundances is predicted to lead to a decrease in a
codon’s missense error rate. In contrast, an increase in nearcognate tRNA abundances is predicted to lead to an increase in a
codon’s missense error rate [25].

Introduction
Protein production is the most energetically expensive metabolic
process within a cell [1–4]. However, like all biological processes,
protein translation is prone to errors. The biological importance of
these translation errors and their impact on coding sequence
evolution, especially the evolution of codon usage bias (CUB),
depends on both their effects on protein function and their
frequencies. Translation errors fall into two categories: nonsense
errors and missense errors. Nonsense errors, also referred to as
processivity errors, occur when a ribosome prematurely terminates
translating a coding sequence. Missense errors occur when the
wrong amino acid is incorporated into a growing peptide chain.
Although many possible factors such as mRNA stability and
recombination likely contribute to the evolution of CUB, selection
against translation errors and biased mutation are thought to be
the primary forces [5–11].
Most researchers believe that CUB results primarily from
selection against missense errors or, equivalently, for translational
accuracy (see [10,12–15]). In addition to limited empirical
observations, the main evidence cited as supporting this belief
includes the fact that preferred synonymous codons (i.e. the codons
over-represented in high expression genes) have higher cognate
tRNA abundances and that these codons are also favored at
evolutionarily conserved sites [12,13]. While the preferred codons
may indeed be ‘optimal’ in some limited sense, as we demonstrate
below, the idea that they minimize missense error rates is based on
an overly simplistic understanding of the relationship between
tRNA abundances and missense error rates.
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Author Summary

Table 1. List of symbols.

Codon usage bias (CUB) is a ubiquitous and important
phenomenon. CUB is thought to be driven primarily due to
selection against missense errors. For over 30 years, the
standard model of translation errors has implicitly assumed
that the relationship between translation errors and tRNA
abundances are inversely related. This is based on an
implicit and unstated assumption that the distribution of
tRNA abundances across the genetic code are uncorrelated. Examining these abundance distributions across 73
bacterial genomes from 20 different genera, we find a
consistent positive correlation between tRNA abundances
across the genetic code. We further show that codons with
higher tRNA abundances are not always ‘‘optimal’’ with
respect to reducing the missense error rate and hence
cannot explain the observed patterns of CUB.
Previous studies of CUB have generally assumed that amongst a
set of synonymous codons, the one with the correspondingly
highest tRNA abundance is the one with the lowest missense error
rate. However, because missense error rates are thought to be a
function of both cognate and near-cognate tRNA abundances, if
tRNA abundances are positively correlated across the genetic code
this assumption may not hold. In this study we ask a fundamental
question, ‘‘Are tRNA abundances correlated across the genetic
code?’’ Finding that tRNA abundances are indeed generally
positively correlated across a wide range of prokaryotes, we then
ask, ‘‘How does the distribution of tRNA abundances affect the
relationship between codon translation and error rates?’’ This
question is of critical importance because the currently favored
explanation of CUB, what we will refer to as the standard model,
implicitly assumes that codons with the highest translation rates
are also the ones with the lowest missense error rates. Our results
indicate that this basic assumption only holds for a limited subset
of amino acids. As a result, our work strongly suggests that
missense errors play a smaller role in the evolution of CUB than
currently believed and that the observed patterns of codon
conservation observed by Akashi and others are likely due to other
selective forces such as selection for translational efficiency or
against nonsense errors.

tRNA gene copy number of a focal codon

tN

tRNA gene copy number of focal codon’s neighbors

Di

Set of amino acids with i synonymous codons

rt

Correlation coefficient between tF and tN

eM

Missense error rate

eN

Nonsense error rate

Rc

Cognate elongation rate

Rn

Near-cognate elongation rate

Rd

Ribosomal drop-off rate

pc

Probability of elongation by cognate tRNA per tRNA entry

pn

Probability of elongation by near-cognate tRNA per tRNA entry

pp

Probability of elongation by pseudo-cognate tRNA per tRNA entry

w

Wobble parameter

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.t001

distribution of correlation coefficients rt between tF and tN for
three degenerate classes of amino acids Di within each of the
genomes we examined.
We find that the vast majority of genomes (69 out of 73 or
*95%) show a positive relationship between the abundance of a
focal tRNA species tF and its one-step non-synonymous neighbors
tN , rt (Binomial test, pv10{15 , Figure S1). This indicates that
tRNAs with similar abundances are closer to each other in the
genetic code than expected under the implicit assumptions of the
standard model. In other words, according to the standard model
the tRNA abundances within the genetic code are predicted to be
uncorrelated and the distributions of correlation coefficients rt in
Figures 1 (d)–(f) are expected to be centered around 0. However,
we find that under each of the degenerate classes of amino acids,
D2 , D4 and D6 , the distribution of rt is significantly different from
0 (Wilcox test, pv10{7 for all Di ). Interestingly, we also find that
the distribution of rt differs considerably between degenerate
classes of amino acids. tRNAs corresponding to amino acids in
both D2 and D4 degenerate classes show a significant bias towards
a positive correlation between tF and tN , whereas tRNAs in D6
degenerate class are biased towards a negative correlation.
Since the frequency of amino acid usage within a genome is
highly correlated with tRNA gene copy number (e.g. in E. coli
r~0:632, pv0:003), the observed correlations may be the
indirect result of amino acid usage bias. In addition to amino
acid usage biases, the stereochemistry of codon-anticodon
interactions forbids the existence of certain tRNA types [34],
potentially contributing to the observed positive correlation among
tRNA abundances. In order to address these inherent constraints
on the distribution of tRNAs within the genetic code, we randomly
distributed tRNA gene copies taking into account the stereochemical constraints, both with and without biased amino acid usage
(see Figures S3 and S4). We find that the observed distribution of
rt is significantly different from this more complex null
distribution for all of the degenerate classes (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test pv0:001 for all cases).
The distribution of tRNAs within the genetic code have
important consequences with respect to translation errors and
bias in codon usage. Codons with higher tRNA abundances than
their coding synonyms are often referred to as ‘optimal’ codons
[10] assuming they lead to fewer translation errors [12,25,35]. In
light of the above results, we now ask the question, ‘‘Given that
tRNA abundances are positively correlated in the genetic code, do

Results
We began our analysis by first assuming that the abundance of a
tRNA species within a cell is proportional to its gene copy number
(GCN). This relationship between tRNA abundance and GCN is
often made in studies of CUB and has been observed in both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes [8,31,32]. We obtained GCNs of each
tRNA type within an organism from the Genomic tRNA Database
GtRNAdb [33] for 73 bacterial genomes representing 50 species
from 20 genera (see Table S1 for list of genomes analyzed). We
classified each amino acid based on its level of degeneracy i, where
i represents the number of synonymous codons of that amino acid.
As a result, each amino acid is placed in one of five different
degenerate categories Di (i [ f1, 2, 3, 4, 6g). For instance, alanine
belongs to the D4 class, while lysine belongs to the D2 class as these
amino acids are coded by 4 and 2 codons, respectively. Serine
represents a special case as it is encoded by two disjoint degenerate
subsets. As a result we treated each of these subsets as a separate
amino acid. We calculated the correlation between GCN of a focal
tRNA tF and the sum of GCNs of neighboring tRNAs that coded
for a different amino acid and differed from the focal tRNA’s
anticodon by a single base-pair, tN (Table 1). Figure 1 shows the
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 1. Correlation between a focal tRNA’s abundance tF and the abundance of its neighbors tN , rt across 73 prokaryotic
genomes. Each point in panels (A–C) represents a tRNA species that encodes an amino acid with degeneracy Di (i~f2, 4, 6g). The solid lines
represent the regression lines between tF and tN for each genome. Genomes with a negative rt are coded in red, while genomes with a positive rt
are represented by blue lines. Panels (D–F) present the distribution of correlation coefficients rt between tF and tN across all the genomes. The mean
of the distribution of rt values for all the three degenerate classes differ significantly from 0 (Wilcox test, pv10{7 ).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.g001

higher cognate tRNA abundances always lead to fewer translation
errors?’’

eM (i)~

Rn (i)
Rc (i)zRn (i)zRd

ð1Þ

eN (i)~

Rd
Rc (i)zRn (i)zRd

ð2Þ

Modeling translation errors
Following [29], our model of translation errors takes into
account competition between cognate and near-cognate tRNAs
for the ribosomal A-site during translation. We also consider the
kinetics of tRNA selection within a ribosome [27] and the effect
of codon-anticodon wobble on these kinetics [36]. During protein
translation, when a ribosome waits at a given codon, one of three
outcomes is likely to occur: (a) elongation by cognate tRNA, (b)
elongation by a near-cognate tRNA leading to a missense error or
(c) spontaneous ribosomal drop-off, frameshift or recognition by
release factors, any of which will lead to a nonsense error
(Figure 2). The relative frequency of each of these outcomes
determines the rates of missense and nonsense errors at a
particular codon.
Assuming an exponential waiting process for a tRNA at codon i,
the codon specific missense and nonsense error rates, eM and eN
respectively, can be calculated as follows,
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

where Rc (i) is the codon specific cognate elongation rate, Rn (i) is
the codon specific near-cognate elongation rate, and Rd represents
the background nonsense error rate (see Methods for details).
Using Equations (1) and (2), we calculated codon-specific
missense and nonsense error rates for each bacterial genome. In
order to understand the effect of codon degeneracy on the
relationship between error rates and codon elongation rates, we
categorized amino acids based on the number of their synonymous
codons Di as before. Given our model was parametrized from data
on E. coli, we also checked for the sensitivity of our analysis to
changes in these parameters when extending it to other
prokaryotes (Text S1 B).
3
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Figure 2. Model of translation errors. During translation, a ribosome pauses at a codon (ACA in this case) waiting for a cognate tRNA. During this
pause, one of the three processes can take place: elongation by cognate tRNAs leading to no translation error, elongation by a near-cognate tRNA
leading to a missense error with rate eM or premature termination of translation due to recognition by release factors, spontaneous ribosome dropoff or frameshifting leading to a nonsense error with a rate eN .
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.g002

correlated (Figure 1). Thus, the estimates of eM of synonymous
codons of an amino acid depend not only on their individual Rc
but also on the slope of the relationship between Rc and Rn . If the
rate of increase of Rn with Rc is higher than the relative increase in
Rc , then codons with higher cognate elongation rates Rc are
expected to have higher missense error rates eM (Figure S2).
Interestingly, 8 out of the 10 D2 amino acids in E. coli K12 showed
a positive relationship between Rc and eM . Specifically, we would
dRn Rn
w
is
expect eM to increase with Rc whenever the condition
dRc Rc
satisfied. Thus, among the synonymous codons of an amino acid
in E. coli, the codon with the lowest eM is often not the codon with
the highest Rc . This points to a fundamental change in our
understanding of the relationship between tRNA abundances and
missense errors and which codons minimize their occurrence.
Interestingly, these results are also consistent with the limited
empirical estimates of codon-specific missense error rates. For
instance, [22] used E. coli to estimate rates at which the asparagine
codons AAC and AAU were mistranslated by tRNALys
UUU . As
expected, the authors found that the AAC codon, with a higher Rc
had a lower rate of mistranslation by tRNALys
UUU than AAU, with a
lower Rc . Our model makes the same prediction when considering
this specific subset of missense errors. However, when considering
the overall missense error rates at AAC and AAU codons due to
tRNALys , tRNASer , tRNAThr , tRNAAsp , tRNAHis , tRNATyr
and tRNAIle (all one-step neighbors), we come to a very different
prediction. Specifically we find that even though AAC has a higher
Rc than AAU, it also has a much higher Rn rate. As a result, the
overall missense error rate for AAC is actually predicted to be
higher than AAU. This result illustrates how focusing on only a

Error rates vs. elongation rates
Using E. coli strain K12/DH10B (K12) as an example, our
estimates of codon-specific missense error rates eM ranged from
0{9:38|10{3 with a median of 2:50|10{3 . Six of the 61 sense
codons have a predicted missense error rate of 0 as these codons
have no near-cognate tRNA species (Table S2). These rates are
higher than recent empirical estimates of missense error rates in
E. coli, which vary from 2:0|10{4 {3:6|10{3 with a median
value of 3:4|10{4 [25]. This is likely due to the fact that the
missense error estimates in [25] were for specific amino acid
misincorporations, whereas, the values predicted here indicate
the rate of all possible missense errors at a given codon. Our
predicted rates of codon-specific nonsense errors eN in E. coli
ranged from 5:49|10{5 {6:83|10{4 with a median of
2:19|10{4 (Table S2).
We find that on average both missense eM and nonsense error
rates eN decrease with an increase in cognate elongation rates Rc
(Figure 3). These results seem, on first glance, largely consistent
with the standard model for inferring translation errors from
tRNA abundances, which assumes that e decreases with Rc .
However, because Rn varies between synonymous codons, for
about half of the amino acids (10 out of 21) eM is actually greater
for the codon with the highest Rc value. This holds even when
empirical estimates of tRNA abundances in E. coli [31] are used
instead of tRNA gene copy numbers (see Figure S5). This result is
inconsistent with expectations under the standard model that
implicitly assumes a codon-independent rate of elongation by
near-cognate tRNAs, Rn . If the abundance of a focal tRNA tF and
its neighbors tN are uncorrelated, then the only factor that affects
eM is Rc . However, as shown earlier, tF and tN are positively
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 3. Correlation of translation error rates e with cognate elongation rate Rc in E. coli. We find that rates of both (A) missense eM and
(B) nonsense errors eN are negatively correlated with the rate of elongation by cognate tRNAs at that codon. The dashed line indicates the regression
line between Rc and e. This is consistent with expectations under the standard model. However, in the case of twofold degenerate amino acids (D2 ),
whose two codons are joined together by solid lines, we see that eM increases with Rc for 8 out of 10 amino acids. In the case of eN every amino acid
showed a decrease in eN with Rc .
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.g003

subset of possible missense errors at a codon, as all previous
experiments have done, provides an incomplete and potentially
misleading picture.
In contrast to missense error rates, our model predicts eN will
consistently decline with an increase in Rc , suggesting that
nonsense errors may be playing a larger role in driving CUB
than commonly accepted [14].

show a bimodal distribution of the fraction of genomes with a negative
relationship, and the two 6-fold degenerate amino acids (arginine and
leucine) show a strong bias towards negative correlation between Rc
and eM (Binomial test, intra-specific p~4:7|10{7 and interspecific
pv2:2|10{16 ). The differences in the relationship between eM and
Rc across degenerate classes are similar to the differences in the
correlation between tF and tN across these classes (Figure 1).
Although the patterns we observe are complex and vary with
amino acid degenerate classes, the assumption underlying the
standard model that higher cognate tRNA abundance codons will
have the lowest translation error rates is predicted to be clearly
violated in the case of missense errors – a finding consistent both
across bacterial genomes and across various E. coli strains. We also
find that the positive relationship between missense error rates eM
and Rc observed within certain amino acids is insensitive to
moderate changes in parameter estimates of background nonsense
error rates, and wobble parameters (Text S1 B).

Intra- and inter-specific variation in the relationship
between elongation and error rates
In order to evaluate the relationship between cognate
elongation rate, Rc , and error rates, we looked across 73 bacterial
genomes for inter-specific variation and 11 strains of E. coli for
intra-specific variation. As before, we categorized amino acids
based on the degeneracy of their synonymous codons for each
genome. We calculated the fraction of amino acids within each
category that showed a negative relationship between Rc and error
rates, eM and eN (Figure 4) as expected under the standard model
where the abundances of tRNAs are assumed to be uncorrelated.
For both intra- and inter-specific datasets we find that synonymous
codons with a higher Rc have a lower nonsense error rate eN for all
amino acids, irrespective of the degenerate class Di they belong to.
However, in the case of missense errors, the relationship between Rc
and eM depends on the amino acid degeneracy Di as previously
observed in E. coli K12 (Figure 3). Amino acids with two synonymous
codons (D2 ) show a strong bias towards a positive relationship between
Rc and eM , both intra- and inter-specifically (Binomial test,
p~1:5|10{10 and pv2:2|10{16 , respectively). In the case of
isoleucine, the only amino acid in D3 , there exists no bias towards a
positive or a negative relationship between cognate elongation and
missense error rates (Binomial test, intra-specific p~0:548 and
interspecific p~0:349). Interestingly 4-fold degenerate amino acids
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Discussion
For over 30 years, the standard model of translation errors has
implicitly assumed that for any given amino acid, the translation
error rates are lowest for the codons with the highest tRNA
abundances [25,26,37]. With respect to missense errors eM , this
prediction was based on the implicit and unstated assumption that
the distribution of tRNA abundances across the genetic code are
uncorrelated. Here we show a consistent positive correlation
between the abundance of a tRNA and its one-step mutational
neighbors across a wide array of prokaryotes. In order to
understand the effects of this relationship on translation errors,
we developed a simple model for estimating codon-specific error
rates based on the distribution of tRNA gene copy number of a
5
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Figure 4. Frequencies of negative relationships between cognate elongation rate Rc and translation errors e. Panels (A–D) represent
the distribution of E. coli strains that show amino acid specific negative relationship between Rc and e, while panels (E–H) represent the distribution
of 73 genomes for the same. Amino acids in every degenerate class (Di ) show a negative relationship between cognate elongation rate Rc and
nonsense error rates (eN ) both intra-specifically as well as inter-specifically. A majority of amino acids in the 2-fold degenerate class (D2 ) show an
increase in missense error rate eM with Rc across genomes. As the degeneracy of amino acids increases, we see an increase in the frequency of the
expected negative relationship between eM and Rc across E. coli strains as well as other bacterial species.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.g004

tN across amino acid degenerate classes is mirrored in the
correlation between eM and Rc . In contrast to eM , the nonsense
error rates eN of synonymous codons decrease with an increase in
Rc for every amino acid across every genome we analyzed. This is
due to the fact that increasing either Rc or Rn leads to a decrease
in ribosomal wait time at that codon which, in turn, leads to a
lower eN . Thus with respect to eN , a positive correlation between
tRNA abundances actually accentuates the advantage of using
codons with higher tRNA abundances. These results lend further
support to the hypothesis that nonsense errors play an important
but under-appreciated role in the evolution of CUB [11,39].
The role of tRNA competition has been recognized as an
important factor in affecting translation error rates [25,26,29].
However, previous studies on the relationship between error rates
and tRNA abundances have focused primarily on the effects of
modifying cognate tRNA abundances and ignored the effects of
near-cognate tRNA abundances. Consistent with our model
behavior, [25] showed that when tRNAArg
UCU was over-expressed,
it led to a decrease in the missense error rate eM at codons for
which the tRNA was a cognate: AGA and AGG. However, if a
higher expression level of tRNAArg
UCU reduces the frequency of eM
at codons AGA and AGG, why is it not fixed in the population?
We argue that increasing the abundance of a given tRNA may not
always be adaptive. For instance, over-expressing tRNAArg
UCU will
also lead to an increase in eM at nearby non-synonymous codons AAA, ACA, AUA, etc., a testable prediction not considered by

species. Our model takes into account tRNA competition, wobble
effects, and intra-ribosomal kinetics of elongation to predict rates
of missense and nonsense errors. To our knowledge, ours is the
first model to integrate all these factors for estimating translation
errors. Using our model, we find that on average, both missense and
nonsense error rates of a codon decrease with an increase in its
cognate tRNA elongation rate. This average behavior is consistent
with expectations under the standard model of how codon specific
error rates scale with cognate tRNA abundance [12,15,25,38].
However, the expected relationship between error rates and
cognate tRNA abundances does not hold at finer scales of
individual amino acids, the relevant scale for the evolution of
CUB.
For about half of the amino acids (10 out of 21) in E. coli K12,
synonymous codons that have higher cognate elongation rates Rc
also have higher missense error rates eM . This counterintuitive
behavior is due to the fact that tRNA abundances within the
genetic code are positively correlated, which leads to an increase in
eM with Rc , an important pattern that has been overlooked by
previous researchers. We find a positive correlation between the
abundance of a focal tRNA tF and that of its neighbors tN in 69
out of 73 genomes examined here. In addition, the 4 genomes that
show a negative rt (E. coli O157H7, E. coli O157H7-EDL933,
Photobacterium profundum SS9, Vibrio parahaemolyticus) also show
evidence of a high degree of horizontal gene transfer. Interestingly
we also find that the differences in the relationship between tF and
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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[25]. The trade-offs between reducing eM at one codon at the
expense of increasing eM at nearby codons has not been explored.
However, these trade-offs likely play an important role in shaping
the evolution of tRNA gene copy number and force us to
reconsider the evolutionary causes of CUB.
Currently, many researchers believe that selection for translational accuracy, i.e., against missense errors, is a primary force
driving the evolution of CUB (see [12,14,15,40]). This belief
largely rests on the interpretation of two facts. Firstly, preferred
codons are generally those with the highest corresponding tRNA
abundances and secondly, sites that are highly conserved and
thought to have large effects on protein structure and function, use
preferred codons more often than their coding synonyms [12].
Selection for translational accuracy is usually tested using Akashi’s
test by identifying evolutionarily conserved sites in protein
sequences and checking whether they are coded by preferred
codons [10,12,15,41]. In light of the above results, we need to
revisit the underlying assumptions of Akashi’s test [12]. Although,
our analysis predicts that a considerable number of amino acids
have a positive relationship between missense error rates, eM and
cognate elongation rates Rc , many amino acids in E:coli are still
predicted to conform to the standard model of lower eM with
higher Rc . Indeed, in the case of Drosophila species used in the
original Akashi’s paper [12], only 4 out of 21 amino acids are
predicted to have a positive relationship between eM and Rc .
Thus, we argue that the relationship between eM and Rc are
highly species and amino acid specific and that selection for
translation accuracy cannot explain all of the observed CUB at
conserved sites. In addition to selection for translational accuracy,
selection against nonsense errors [11,39,42], mRNA stability [6]
and protein misfolding due to ribosome stalling [43,44] have been
shown to affect CUB. In fact, recent evidence suggests that the
speed of translating a codon also affects protein folding [43–45].
The presence of a codon with a low Rc , increases the ribosomal
waiting time at a codon potentially leading to alternate protein
folds. This directly affects the functionality and stability of the
protein. Thus, a codon with a higher Rc at a conserved site, as
observed by Akashi and others, could be under selection to prevent
protein misfolding due to an entirely different mechanism
unrelated to missense errors. Thus, we would like to stress that
the definition of preferred codons used in the Akashis test is based
on the genome-wide frequency of codon usage and not on any
fundamental biological process. Although, we do not dispute the
fact that certain codons are preferred over others at conserved
sites, we simply point that the presence of these preferred codons
at conserved sites cannot be explained entirely by selection against
missense errors and that other selective forces must be responsible
for the maintenance of these codons.
CUB often increases with gene expression, such that highly
expressed genes tend to use codons with a higher cognate
elongation rate Rc [11,35,46]. Thus, these genes would have lower
nonsense error rates and wait times, but not necessarily lower
missense error rates. This might appear paradoxical, as the failure
to minimize missense error rate would presumably increase the
probability that a translated protein would be rendered nonfunctional and be selected against. However, the deleterious effects of a
high missense error rate can be mitigated by an increased
robustness of highly expressed genes. According to [40,47,48],
highly expressed genes are expected to evolve at a slower rate and
also be extremely functionally robust to missense errors. If this is
the case, then missense errors in highly expressed genes may not
have much of an effect on protein function. These genes maybe
perfectly poised for trading off an elevated missense error rate for
faster elongation and fewer nonsense error rates.
PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

When it comes to mitigating the effects of non-synonymous
mutations and missense errors, the genetic code has been
described as ‘‘one in a million’’ [17]. This is due to the fact that
amino acids with similar chemical properties are in a genetic
‘neighborhood’, thus reducing the phenotypic effect of any point
mutation or missense error. However, unlike point mutations, the
frequency of missense errors depends on the distribution of tRNA
within the genetic code. The distribution of tRNA abundances is
usually attributed to the coevolution between codon usage and
tRNA abundances [49–51]. However, these studies have not taken
into account how changes in tRNA abundances affect the rate of
translation errors at neighboring codons. The degree to which the
distribution of tRNA abundances within the genetic code is
adapted to minimize translation errors remains largely unexplored. Our work suggests that understanding the trade-offs
between missense and nonsense errors would provide significant
insights into the evolution of tRNA abundances within the genetic
code. We believe building mechanistic models of translation
errors, as shown here, will help further our understanding of the
evolution of tRNA abundances across the genetic code.

Methods
tRNA competition
Assuming an exponential waiting process and simple diffusion,
the rates at which cognate and near-cognate tRNAs enter the
ribosomal A-site will be proportional to their abundances. As a
result, translation error rates of a codon will depend, in part, on
the relative abundances of its cognate and near-cognate tRNAs
[25]. Following [8,31,32], we use the GCN of a tRNA as a proxy
for its abundance.

Intra-ribosomal dynamics
Discrimination between cognate, near-cognate and non-cognate
tRNAs takes place in the peptidyl transfer step of elongation. Since
the underlying process is stochastic, there is a non-zero probability
that when a cognate tRNA enters the A-site it will be rejected or a
near-cognate tRNA will be accepted [27]. These probabilities are a
function of the kinetic rate constants of various steps involved within
the peptidyl transfer and translocation processes during tRNA
elongation for both cognate and near-cognate tRNAs [27,52,53]
(Text S1 A). Based on the rate constants for cognate and nearcognate tRNAs from [27] and equations from [29], we estimated
the probability of elongation of a codon by a cognate and nearcognate tRNA per tRNA entry into the ribosomal A-site to be
pc ~6:52|10{1 and pn ~6:2|10{4 , respectively (Text S1 A).

Wobble effects
One of the factors affecting the rate constants in the intraribosome kinetic model described above, is the effect of codonanticodon wobble. [27] proposed that a wobble mismatch between
a codon and its cognate tRNA anticodon, will affect its kinetic rate
constants (Text S1 A) and consequently reduce the probability of
elongation by that tRNA. Based on [34,36], we assume that a
purine-purine or pyrimidine-pyrimidine wobble reduces the
probability of a cognate tRNA being accepted pc , by 40%. This
reduction in pc is consistent with estimates based on the kinetic
rate constants estimated by [54] for AlaGCC codon that is
recognized by tRNAAla
UGC through a pyrimidine-pyrimidine
wobble. Similarly, based on [36] ,we assume that a non-canonical
purine-pyrimidine wobble (GU/AC) would reduce pc by 36%.
In addition, some codons can be recognized by cognate tRNAs
through a non-standard wobble as described by [55,56]. For
instance, C-U and C-A anticodon-codon interactions are consid7
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ered nonstandard owing to their stereochemistry and thermodynamic constraints. Hence, even though anticodon tRNAAla
CGC does
not lead to a missense error when translating the codon AlaGCU , it
is considered nonstandard translation due to its C-U wobble. We
call these tRNAs ‘pseudo-cognates’. We assume that the
probability of elongation of a codon by pseudo-cognates pp is
the same as that of near-cognate tRNAs, i.e., pp ~pn .

codons of amino acid asparagine (N). In the case of asparagine, the
codon with a higher Rc has a higher eM as it also has a much
higher Rn. The regression line between observed Rc and Rn in E.
coli is represented as a solid red line. The positive correlation
between Rc and Rn, explains why codons with higher Rc sometimes
have a higher missense error rate.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s002 (1.69 MB TIF)
Figure S3 The distribution of correlation coefficients between a
focal tRNA’s abundance tF and the abundance of its neighbors tN, rt.
Open bars represents the null distribution of rt when tRNAs are
randomly distributed across the genetic code, taking into account
stereochemical constraints on possible tRNA anticodon types. Red
bars represent the observed distribution of rt across all 73 prokaryotic
genomes. The observed distribution is significantly different from the
null distribution (p,0.001) across all three degenerate classes.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s003 (1.65 MB EPS)

Estimation of cognate and near-cognate elongation rates
In order to predict per codon missense and nonsense error rates,
we calculated the rates of elongation by cognate and pseudocognate tRNAs vs. near-cognate tRNAs at each codon. The
cognate elongation rate for codon i is given by
0
Rc (i)~a @

X

tj pc wj,i z

j[Sc (i)

X

1
tj pp wj,i A

ð3Þ

j[Sp (i)

Figure S4 The distribution of correlation coefficients between a
focal tRNA’s abundance tF and the abundance of its neighbors tN,
rt. Open bars represents the null distribution of rt when tRNAs
are randomly distributed across the genetic code, taking into
account stereochemical constraints on possible tRNA anticodon
types as well as the observed amino acid frequency distribution in
E. coli genome. Red bars represent the observed distribution of rt
across all 73 prokaryotic genomes. The observed distribution is
significantly different from the null distribution (p,0.001) across
all three degenerate classes.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s004 (1.65 MB EPS)

where Sc (i) is the set of cognate tRNAs for codon i, Sp (i)
represents the set of pseudo-cognate tRNAs, tj represents the gene
copy number of j th tRNA species, and wj,i is the reduction in
elongation probability due to wobble mismatch.
Similarly, the rate at which near-cognate tRNAs elongate codon
i is given by
X

Rn (i)~a

tj pn wj,i

ð4Þ

j[Sn (i)

Correlation of translation error rates e with cognate
elongation rate Rc using empirical estimate of tRNA abundances. We
find that rates of both (a.) missense eM and (b.) nonsense errors eN are
negatively correlated with the rate of elongation by cognate tRNAs at
that codon. The dashed line indicates the regression line between Rc
and e. These results are consistent with the results obtained using
tRNA gene copy numbers as proxies for tRNA abundances.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s005 (1.29 MB EPS)
Figure S5

where Sn (i) is the set of near-cognate tRNAs with respect to codon
i. The parameter a represents a scaling constant between tRNA
gene copy number GCN and elongation rate. For E. coli, we used a
value of a~10:992 s{1 , so that the harmonic mean of elongation
rates of all codons was Rc zRn *12:5 aa=s [20,26,57].
We assume that nonsense errors occur primarily due to
spontaneous drop-off of ribosomes at a given codon when it is
waiting for a tRNA. As a result, the nonsense error rate due to
spontaneous ribosomal drop-off, Rd (i), is codon independent and
occurs at a constant rate. [24] measured a nonsense error rate of 1
per 4000 codons. If we assume Rc zRn *12:5 aa=sec, then the
background rate of nonsense errors is Rd ~3:146|10{3 s{1 .

Table S1 List of genomes analyzed.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s006 (0.03 MB PDF)
Table S2 List of codon-specific tRNAs, elongation rates and
error rates in E. coli.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s007 (0.03 MB PDF)

Supporting Information

Text S1 (A) Estimating probability of elongation at a codon
during one tRNA insertion attempt. (B) Parameter sensitivity.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s008 (2.44 MB PDF)

Figure S1 Correlation between a focal tRNA’s abundance tF and

the abundance of its neighbors tN across prokaryotic genomes. Panel
(a) represents the correlation between tF and tN across all amino acids
for B. subtilis, E. coli and V. parahaemolyticus. Regression line between tF
and tN for B. subtilis, E. coli and V. parahaemolyticus are represented by
solid, dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Panel (b) shows the
distribution of correlation coefficients rt between tF and tN across 73
prokaryotic genomes. About 69 out of 73 genomes (Binomial test,
p,10215) have a positive relationship between tF and tN.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001128.s001 (1.10 MB EPS)
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